Many wave propagation phenomena in classical physics are governed by equations that can be recast in Schr odinger form. In this approach the classical wave equation (e.g., Maxwell's equations, acoustic equation, elastic equation) is rewritten in Schr odinger form, leading to the study of the spectral theory of its classical wave operator, a self-adjoint, partial di erential operator on a Hilbert space of vectorvalued, square integrable functions. Physically interesting inhomogeneous media give rise to nonsmooth coe cients. We construct a generalized eigenfunction expansion for classical wave operators with nonsmooth coe cients. Our construction yields polynomially bounded generalized eigenfunctions, the set of generalized eigenvalues forming a subset of the operator's spectrum with full spectral measure.
Introduction
A self-adjoint operator in a nite dimensional Hilbert spaces can always be diagonalized in an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors (i.e., it has a complete set of eigenvectors). In in nite dimensional Hilbert spaces only self-adjoint operators with pure point spectrum (e.g., compact operators) have this property, but this has not stopped physicists from writing generalized eigenfunction expansions for arbitrary selfadjoint operators (e.g., 6, 20] ).
Generalized eigenfunction expansions have been developed and applied to elliptic partial di erential operators with smooth coe cients by Gel'fand and Kostyucenko 11] , Berezanskii 1], Browder 4 ], Kac 13] , and others; we refer to Berezanskii's book 2] (see also 3]). These expansions were extended to Schr odinger operators with singular potentials (Simon 22] and references therein; see also 18, 17] ).
These expansions construct polynomially bounded generalized eigenfunctions for a set of generalized eigenvalues with full spectral measure. These generalized eigenfunctions were rst exploited by Pastur 16], followed by Martinelli and Scoppola 15] , to prove that certain Schr odinger operators with random potentials have no absolutely continuous spectrum. They played a crucial role in the work by Fr ohlich, Martinelli, Spencer and Scoppola 10] and by von Dreifus and Klein 7] on Anderson localization (pure point spectrum) of random Schr odinger operators; the exponential decay of nite volume Green's functions (obtained by a multiscale analysis) forces polyno-mially bounded generalized eigenfunctions to be bona de eigenfunctions.
Many wave propagation phenomena in classical physics are governed by equations that can be recast in Schr odinger form 23, 9, 14] . These Schr odinger-like equations lead to the study of classical wave operators (as in 14]), a class of self-adjoint, partial di erential operators on Hilbert spaces of vector-valued, square integrable functions on R d . In this approach the classical wave equation (e.g., Maxwell's equations, acoustic equation, elastic equation) is rewritten in Schr odinger form, leading to the study of the spectral theory of its classical wave operator. The method is particularly suitable for the study of phenomena normally associated with quantum mechanical electron waves, especially Anderson localization in random media 8, 9, 14] .
In this article we study generalized eigenfunctions of classical wave operators with nonsmooth coe cients. Physically interesting inhomogeneous media give rise to nonsmooth coe cients in the classical wave equations, and hence in their classical wave operators. (E.g., a medium composed of two di erent homogeneous materials will be represented by piecewise constant coe cients.) We must also take into account that many classical wave operators are not elliptic operators (e.g., the Maxwell operator { see 9, 14] ). We construct a generalized eigenfunction expansion for classical wave operators which yields polynomially bounded generalized eigenfunctions, the set of generalized eigenvalues forming a subset of the operator's spectrum with full spectral measure. These generalized eigenfunctions are used in the proofs of Anderson localization of classical waves in random media 8, 9, 14] . The generalized eigenfunction expansion itself plays a key role in recent work by Germinet and Klein 12] , who show that strong dynamical localization follows from a multiscale analysis, both for classical waves in random media and random Schr odinger operators.
This article is organized as follows: Classical wave operators are introduced in Section 2. A trace estimate for partially elliptic classical wave operators, crucial for the construction of generalized eigenfunction expansions, is given in Theorem 2.13, and proven in Section 8. We de ne generalized eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of classical wave operators in Section 3; our main result on the generalized point spectrum of a classical wave operator is Theorem 3.4, with Corollary 3.6 being the result used in the proofs of Anderson localization for classical waves in random media. In Section 4 we rewrite the standard results on generalized eigenfunction expansions (as in Berezanskii 2]) in the framework of this article, making additions and modi cations needed for classical wave operators; see Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. In Section 5 we introduce some mathematical machinery: we construct a chain of functional spaces and \extensions" and \restrictions" of classical wave operators. The key technical result is a generalization of interior estimates (Theorem 5.2). The main results about \exten-sions" and \restrictions" of second order classical wave operators are summarized in Theorem 5.4. We also prove that second order classical wave operators have an operator core consisting of functions with compact support (Corollary 5.5). In Section 6, the results of Sections 4 and 5 are combined to construct a generalized eigenfunction expansion for partially elliptic classical wave operators (Theorem 6.1), and prove Theorem 3.4. Section 7 analyzes the case when a second order classical wave operator is partially elliptic, but the corresponding rst order classical wave operator is not. We show that we still have a generalized eigenfunction expansion for the corresponding classical waves; the main result is Theorem 7.1. Section 8 contains the proof of Theorem 2.13. A proof that 0 is at the bottom of the spectrum of proper classical wave operators is given in Appendix A. Appendix B contains a review of densely de ned operators in locally convex spaces, which are used in Section 5. In Appendix C we summarize some results of the theory of Bochner integrals and vector valued Borel measures, including the Radon-Nikodym Theorem and Lebesgue's Di erentiation Theorem.
Classical wave operators
Given an operator T on a Hilbert space H, we denote its kernel by ker T and its range by ran T; note ker T T = ker T. If is an operator core for D. We will denote by D the CPDO (1) m;n given by the formal adjoint of the matrix in (2) .
For later use, we set D + to be the norm of the matrix ja r;s j] r=1;:::;m s=1;:::;n , so kD(k)k D + jkj .
De nition 2.2 A CPDO (1) n;m D is said to be partially elliptic if there exists a CPDO (1) n;q D ? (for some q), satisfying the following two properties: 
Note that D is elliptic if and only it is partially elliptic with D ? = 0.
Remark 2.3 A CPDO (1) n;m D may be partially elliptic with D not being partially elliptic; e.g., the two dimensional CPDO (1) 
De nition 2.4 A coe cient operator S on H (n) (CO n ) is a bounded, invertible operator given by multiplication by an n n matrix -valued measurable function S(x), with 0 < S ? I n S(x) S + I n ; (9) for some positive, nite constants S .
De nition 2.5 A multiplicative coe cient, rst order, partial di erential operator from H (n) to H (m) (MP DO (1) n;m ) is of the form
where D is a CPDO (1) n;m , S is a CO n and R is a CO m . An MPDO (1) n;m A is a closed, densely de ned operator with A = SD R an MPDO (1) m;n . Note that S ?1 C 1 0 (R d ; C n ) is an operator core for A.
De nition 2.6 A rst order classical operator on H (n) (CW O (1) n ) is a MPDO (1) n;n of the form SDS, with D a self-adjoint CPDO (1) n;n and S a CO n . If D is partially elliptic, the CWO (1) n will also be said to be partially elliptic.
To every MPDO (1) n;m A we associate the CWO (1) n+m W A given by:
To see that W A is indeed a CWO ( (14) with W A a CWO (1) n+m as in (11) . Examples include Maxwell's equations and the equations of acoustics and elasticity.
If t = ( t ; t ) 2 H (n) H (m) is a solution of (14) , it follows from (12) Any eigenfunction of a CWO is easily seen to be also a generalized eigenfunction.
A MPDO (1) m;n A gives raise to a CWO (1) n+m W A (as in (11)), and also to a CWO (2) n A A and a CWO (2) 
for all -integrable, bounded, scalar Borel functions g.
Proof:
In view of (38), it is a consequence of the Radon-Nikodym 
Spaces and operators
In this section we construct \extensions" and \restrictions" of classical wave operators. Along the way we prove that a second order classical wave operator has an operator core consisting of functions with compact support.
We start by introducing the following functional spaces: A CO n S, de ned by multiplication by the matrix-valued measurable function S(x) as in (9), is easily seen to be a bounded operator with a bounded inverse in H (n) , for all = min; ; 1= ; max.
We now consider an MPDO (1) n;m A = RDS, and introduce closed 
note that S ?1 C 1 0 (R d ; C n ) is an operator core for A . The same considerations apply to A = SD R.
We use the notation 1=min = max; 1=max = min, and the ordering min < < 1 < 1= < max. We have, for ; 0 2 fmin; ; 1; 1= ; maxg, 
The following lemma is easily veri able. 
where C is a nite constant.
Using an argument of Sch'nol (see 22, Theorem C.4.1]), we can show that the polynomial boundedness of implies lim inf
(84) Theorem 3.4(ii) now follows from Weyl's criterion.
It follows from (i) and (ii) that the generalized point spectrum of a classical wave operator is a subset of its spectrum: gp (W ) (W ).
If the classical wave operator W is partially elliptic, we can use Corollary 4.8 to conclude that (W )n gp (W ) has zero spectral measure.
If W = W A as in (11) with A A partially elliptic, we also conclude that (W )n gp (W ) has zero spectral measure from (80), (21) , (20) , and the result for A A. (14) ? ) : Since any spectral measure for (A A) ? is also a spectral measure for (AA ) ? by (18) , A A is a spectral measure for (AA ) ? . It now follows from (89) and (94) that Hypothesis IV 2 is satis ed by AA with = Rn(?"; "), for any " > 0, and spectral measure A A . We can thus apply Theorem 4.6 to obtain (87).
We now turn to the rst order wave operator W A . Using (90) (101) and the constant on the right-hand-side of (22) is tranlation invariant, we need only to consider the case when V is multiplication by the scalar function ` 0;`w ith`= 1.
Tha partially elliptic CWO (2) n W is of the form A A, where A = RDS is an MPDO (1) n;m with D partially elliptic. Thus there exists a CPDO (1) n;q D ? , as in De nition 2. Note that, because of (6) and (7) and then carry it over to R d . We set H (n) = L 2 ( `; dx; C n ). A CPDO (1) n;m D de nes a closed densely de ned operator D`from H (n) to H (m) with periodic boundary condition; an operator core is given by C 1 per ( `; C n ), the in nitely di erentiable, periodic C n -valued functions on `. The restriction of a CO n S to `g ives the bounded, invertible operator S`on H (n) .
Thus we de ne the restrictions A`= R`D`S`, B`= D ? S ?1 of the operators A, B to the torus, and set H`= A `A`+ B `B`; R`= (H`+ I) ?1 :
As before, H`is a self-adjoint operator on L 2 ( `; dx; C n ), since the kernels of A`and B`are mutually orthogonal. 
In what follows,we write F ' G if the positive self-adjoint operators F and G are unitarily equivalent, and we write F G if F ' J for some positive self-adjoint operator J G.
Recall that if C is a closed, densely de ned operator on a Hilbert space, we always have (C C) ? ' (CC ) ? (as in (18) 
where we used (5) to obtain the last inequality.
If E and F are (not necessarily closed) subspaces of some Hilbert space with E F, by codim F (E) we denote the dimension of the orthogonal complement of E in F. Again using (5) 
Combining (109) and (110), we obtain We denote by A`( ) and B`( ) the corresponding restrictions to the torus `; they also satisfy the bounds (116). Furthermore, we set, with X standing for either A or B,
It is easy to see that kX p Rk 1 ; kX`pR`k 1 ; (114) twice to obtain h Ru; {`X `X`R`v i = hRu; {`X ` X`R`vi + hRu; {`X`( ) X`R`vi = hXRu; {` X`R`vi + hRu; X( ) {`X`R`vi = hXRu; {`X` R`vi ? hXRu; {`X( )R`vi + hRu; X( ) {`X`R`ui = hX XRu; {`R`vi + hu; p
The identity (122) now follows from (123) and (124). These constants also depend on our choice of the function , but we xed once for all, so we omit the dependence.
We now let 0 <`+ < L, where and are positive integers.
Applying (132) and (133) Theorem .4 is proved. Operators on locally convex spaces In this appendix we review some basic facts about unbounded operators on locally convex spaces.
Let E and F be locally convex spaces. An operator C from E to F is a linear mapping from D(C) to F, the domain D(C) being a linear subspace of E. C is densely de ned if D(C) is dense in E. C is closed if its graph, ?(C) = f( ; C ) : 2 D(C)g, is closed in E F. C is closable if ?(C) = ?(C) for a (necessarily unique) operator C from E to F, the closure of C, i.e., if ?(C) \ f0g F = f(0; 0)g.
We set J E;F : E F ! F E to be the isomorphism given by J E;F ( ; ) = (? ; ); note J E;F J F;E = ?I E F . 
.
The following theorem is identical to the familiar result for operators in Hilbert spaces (e.g., 19, Theorem VIII.1]).
Theorem .7 Let E and F be dual pairs of locally convex spaces, and let C be a densely de ned operator from E ? to F ? . Then: (i) C y is closed.
(ii) C is closable if and only if C y is densely de ned, in which case C = (C y ) y .
(iii) If C is closable, then C y = C y .
Proof: (i) follows immediately from (144).
To prove (ii), note that if C is not closable, we can nd 2 F ? , 6 = 0, such that (0; ) 2 ?(C), so ( ; 0) 2 ?(C y ) ? by (144) 
exists and is independent of the sequence f n ; it is called the Bochner 
where the limit is in T p (H).
